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This· paper shows the solution of the machining 
econemics problem by means of dynamic programming. This 
method is used because it allows the preblem. to be cast 
in a mere detailed and realistic form. ·This was achieve• 
because: First, more factors have been considered.in 
selving the problem, such as speed, feeci., and surface 
finish. Second, this solution method also considers the 
G•,:._ 
probabilistic nature er the tool wear problem. Third, the 
result ef this program does net necessarily use a single 
speed an~ feed £or the entire teol life. Instead, the 
optimal cutting cend.:itiens may change in order te ebtain 
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Chapter 1 PftOILEM: STATEMEN! 
l . 
Man !Jegan te use tools in the stene age, and since 
that time man has constantly been improving the design 
ef his tools. With the coming of the industrial revolu-
tion and mass production, the rele and meaning of tools 
have become mere siginificant. The constant increases in 
direct and indirect labor costs, material costs, and 
equipment cest among other things have made competitien 
in industry tremendously high. In order to survive, 
modern industry must de everything possible to cut dewn 
its cests. Therefere, machine toel cests have become 
mere important. In 1968, approximately fifty billion 
&ellars were spent en machine tooling in this Country.( 1] 
This suggests,a potential fer enermeus savings. 
1te~liziilg these savings by optimal utilization ef 
tools is complicated by the fa£t that there is no unique 
definit.ion of tool life which is ·contrelled by many vari-
.. 
ables. It is generally accepted te define the tool life 
as the period ef cutting time between tool resharpenings 
er toel replacements. One common methed of express~ng 
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tcel failure invelves the measurement ef wear which 
I 
occurs on the flank of the tool just below the cutting 
edge. This is called flank wear. Another indicator is 
t.he result of chip impingement on the face behind the 
cutting edge with a resultant hele or crater in the tool 
face. A dull tool whic-h causes a rough surface finish ef 
the workpiece will no longer be useful. Color and form 
ef chipping, tool weight change, increased power require-
ments, and loss ef desired size on the workpiece can alse 
be use« to assess tool life. In addition to the problem 
of defining tool life, it i,s also dependent on many 
controllable ~and uncontrollable variables. Werking at 
higher speeds will shorten tool life, as does larger feeas 
,l 
and deeper depth of cut. Different tool designs result 
in differences in teel li£e.(2) Work material and tool 
composition will alse influence the life span ef a toel. 
Other factors such as cutting fluid, cutting temperatures, 
and cutting force will alse alter toel li.fe. Seme non-
controllable variables which affect toel life are initial 
surface condition ef werkpiece, experience ef the machine 
operator, and the machine tool itsel£. These faeters' 
give a probabilistic nature to the problem. 
--- - -
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· Gilbert's model J 3) , which uses flank wear as a 
,. ,;p 
criterion of tool li£e, will be shown below te illustrate 
... 
the complexity of the situation. 
Gilbert's Medel 
.25 1/n 
CxCfxSfxTM.xPfxF IHNr l.72J 
TL =[------- x(M1t)x( . ) ••• (1.1) 
1.72 .58 .2 BHNw 
K xSxfeed xDC 
Where TL is toel life 
, C = constant dependent upon basic tool material 
Cf= coolant factor 
Sf= surface factor 
TM= tool material factor 
Pf= profile facter 
F = flank wear factor 
K = 16@, which is the· Brinell hardness for base 
material, AISI B-1112 steel, used in establishing 
machinability ratings. 
S = speed 
n = slope of tool life 
;11nr = lrinell hardness number at which machinability 
rating was established 
BHNw = Brinell hardness o:f workpj,ece 
.Mft = machinability rating of' workpiece material 




As a result of such a complex preblem with the press~e 
of modern competitien and potential savings, tradi-
.. 
:tionally, . the machine operator will choose the cutting 
cenditions based on machining hand book data together with 
his experience. However, the question of econamic cutting 
conditions involves technical and cost data which are not 
readily available te the operator. Se, the eptimal 
selection can seldom be achieve& in this way. Therefore, 
a better approach is needed. Taylor started to f ormu.late 
the problem into mathematical form and attempted to selve 
it. Many people f olloweci. him ana developed more sophis-
ticated means of choosing cutting condition. H&wever, 
because of the lack ef generality and practicability, 
\ 
solutions are not yet as desired. 
This paper is a continus.tion in the·seareh fer a 
better solution. In erci·er te f ermulate the problem pro-
perly, se·veral ciecisions have to be made. The first de-
cision involves the definition ef tool life. It should 
be the most representative definition ce.vering all view~ 
points. Therefere, by using the combination of expected 
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toel life would serve the purpose. The second decision 
\ 
is te select the variable factors which can change tool 
life. . JJe~,!!_Use the degree of influence on tool life by 
each factor is different and the changeability of factors 
is limited, the decision variables should be those which 
have more sianificant influence on tool life and are more 
convenient.for adjustment. This suggests the best deci-
sion variables would only be speea and feed, because teol 
design, cutting force, nese radius etc., are predeter-
mined and impractical to change during the operation. 
Also, cutting fluid and depth of cut exert a comparative-
ly small influence on t00l life. The uncontrollable 
variables give a probabilistic feature to the· problem. 
With the same sets ef conditions, toel life may be dif-
ferent. So, either an average influence has to be foun4, 
.. 
er a stoc·hastic model must be used. This paper will use 
a dynamic programming approach, with respect to single 
machine operation, and the probabilistic nature of the 
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'' Chapter 2 , LITElt.ATUltE ltEVIEW 
- Despite the complicatiqns, many people have tried 
various ways te solve the tool economics problem. The 
most commonly used approach is to find the optimum speea., 
which provides a minimum total Eost per piece. The 
optimum speed can be reached by weighing labor costs ani 
tool costs with a mathematical fermula. The mathematical 
relationship of these two cests and the procedure ef 
optimal speed calcu_lation are given as follows. 
G == !t(TDW+TC(V))+(RxTDT+TL)/NP 
Where G ~ average cost per piece 
·t_ifDW = tool down time· in· minutes 
••••• 
( 2 .1) 
ft= direct labor rate plus overheaa (dollars/min.) 
• TDT = tool change time in minutes 
TL== initial toel costs plus laber costs en regrinding 
TC(V) ~ tool cutting 
- WLxi{x D 
time per piece = · ••••• (2.2) 
12xFxV 
ana {li'P = tetal number of pieces cut with teol 
tool life (in minutes) 
==~---------- •••••. ( 2 .3) 
TC(V) 
-In equation (2.2), 
WL = length of werkpiece in inches 
- 7 -
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.. , 
D = diameter er workpiece in inches 
F = feed in inches 
V = speed in SFPM 
In equation (2oJ), due to Taylor tool life equation, 
1/n 
T = tool life =- ( C/V) 
leenomic cutting speed is·ctetermined by eifferentiating 
equation (2.1) with respect te speed. This yields 
C 
V =--------(({-!) (ltxT~'l'+'l'Lij n ••••• (2.4) 
The result ef this method is ebtained by holding feea as 
a constant. This method does net take into censideratien 
the surface finish requirements which may make the cal-
culated speed impractical te use. Frem equation (2.1), 
i~ can be seen that G is the average cest per piece er 
all pieces cut with the tool. Because of this, one sin-
gle speed weuld be used throughout all operations with 
the tool. 
Based en the most cemm0nly use• approach, many 
people have added different features, er have slightly 
changed the viewpoint to the problem fer each speei~l 











rearrangement ef foumula (2.1) can switch the goal ef 
minimum cost per piece to maximum production rate en 
each. tool. 
. Thousands ef experiments have been made in this 
direction' by either individuals or companies. Rer 
example, Skrivan further subdivides the problem of 
econemic tooling into consideration fer p~wer and sur-
face finish requibements and types ef cut. [41 At Jones 
anci Lamson Machine Ce. Herbert and Fersing ( 4) di viied 
feed force into tangential, feed and radial force, and 
it was,found te be an index ef tool wear. 
There are some other approaches which are extenied 
beyond. the basic cencept· ef the most commonly used 




nomic problem. In Hitomi's paper,[5) insteacl ef mini• 
mizing cost per cemponent the criterion of his appreaeh 
is the maximum profit rate for the entire eperation. It 
is based en the everall profit in a given time interval. 
T~erefore, the greateat..return will be the yield en over-
head and running costs at each operating stage. Berra 
an4i Barash [2) have.studieci the correlation between tool 







·design and optimum cutting condition, while Wu and Dalal 
[o) have Gone some work on the probabilistic feature er 
the tool economic problem. L. 
More data for machine economics problem have been 
callectefi in recent years. Yet, due to the lack or, 
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DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TO SOLVE 
MACHINING ECONCMICS PROBLEM 
The basic con~ept of the dynamic programming approach 
is similar to that previously discussed in Chapter 2. 
Insteaa of using the total number of pieces as a judgement 
of to.ol life, this approach will use flank wear to judge 
teol life. This method will make it possible to determine 
the cost of each individual cut rather than the average 
cost per piece. The maximum length of flank wear that 
will be allowed on the tool can be therefore decided. 
, ~-For simplification, wear on the tool will be taken 
in integer units. In this paper the integer unit will 
represent .0001 inch of flank land wear. In typical 
practice, this is as accurately as tool wear can be mea-
. · sured. Thi·s size. integer unit will not appreciably di-
minish accuracy. The cost per piece equation can be 
written in the following form. 
G(V ,F)~(TDW+TC(V ,F) )+(RxTDT+TL)xL(V ,F)/XAN ••• (3 .1-) 
Where L(V,F)==expected wear with speed and feed 
XAN=total allowed integer we~r units 
~--- 11 -
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The remaining symbols represent the same parameters as 
given in Chapter 2. ·~· Equation (3.1) indicates that the-
cost of each cut (G) depends not enly on the speed but 
· also on the feed, because TC(V,F) and L(V,F) depend en 
beth speed and feed, 
In this approach the decision variables would hence 
be both speed and feed. Other variables which influence 
tool life can be classified into two cases. The first 
is a function of speed and feed, and is expressed as 
-27.15 1.47 1.2, 2.3 1.3 
Wlt(V,F) = e V F H TH ••••• (3.2) 
Wh.ere Wlt (V ,F) = wear rate per minute 
TH= temperature 
H = degree ef hardness in lrinell hardness 
member 
All parameters in lquation (J.2) and the fellewing e~ua-
tiens are determined threugh statistical analysis ef 
experimental data collected in the Manufacturing Precesses 
Laboratory at Lehigh University. Although the .equations 
apply only to one particular set of conditions, they are 
"censidered representative. 
-17.12 1.32 1.14 2.59 
W(V,F) == e V ., F H ••• •• (3.J) 
Where W(V,F) is average initial wear at the start ef a 
• 12 -
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fresh cu~ting toel. This can be thought of as repre-
senting the break in wear. 
TC(~,F) == WLxflXD/(12xFxV) ••••• (J.4) 
The second factor includes variables which are inde-
pendent of speed anci feeci and. can be given as constant. 
Within the maximum allowed .flank wear, the cutting 
1time (TC) and wear rate (WR) will be considered as 
constant for each individual combination of speea and 
feed. Therefore, the expected wear is 
L(V,F) = TC(V,F)xWlt(V,F) =constant••••• (3.5) 
The expected wear for the first cut would be the sum of 
_r,· '.-· the initial wear and the wear rate times cutting time 
fer the first cut. 
W{V,F) + L(V,F) ••••• (3.6) 
Fer each subsequent cut after the initial cut, the wear 
increase would be a&ied to the previous wear l~vel. 
As lenl as the present wear level en the tool plus 
the expected wear L(V,F) on the next cut are _smaller than 
the total all0wed flank wear, then the tool can be used 
fer at least one more cut with speed V and feed F cembi~ 
natien. However, tje tool can net be used if this 
- 1.3 ... 
'. ./ 
.I .
. . • particular combination of speed and feed .'1ill yiela a · 
' 
surface roughness larger than that given by 12.4 1.68 -.38 -.85 .12 SF= e F V Nft -~ ••••• (3.7) 
where NR is nese radius and TW is tool wear level. As 
mentioned previously, the parameters were determined 
through empirical studies and should be considered 
-representative, and not universally applicable. 
~ The recursive relationsh.ip for dynamic programming 
te selve the machining economics problem is as follows: 
CP(M ,N ,K) == G (M ,N )+CffJI (K--L)xSN(K-L) /AS·(M ,N ,K) • • • (J .8) 
CPM(K) = MIN CP(M,N,K) 
M,N 
Where M = index te identify the speed level 
N = index to identify the feed level 
K = difference between total allowed wear units anj present wear level ·on tool. K can be callea 
unused tool wear units 
In equation (J.8), 
CP(M,N,K) ~ average cest per piece of the 
cuts depending en M, N, and K 
remaining 
G(M,N) = cost of cutting each workpiece at speed M ancl feed N 
CFM(K) == minimum average cost per piece with K 
units unused on the toel 




AS(M,N~K) = SN(K~L)+l is number of workpieces which 
can be cut with K units unused on the 
tool and cut with-speed Mand feed"N for 
the next piece (i) 
SN(K) • the AS(M,N,K) which will provide a mini-
mum ef CP(M,N,K) 
The following flow chart illustrates the sequence of 
computati&ns in the dynamic programming approach • 
. _ .. 
.. _ 15 -
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Chapter 4 ltESULT OF COMPUTER Pft.OGltAM 
a. 
• • • 
l . 
A computer program, which is based on the logic and 
flow chart presented in Chapter 3 has been developed and 
is presented in Appendix I. A special set of data has 
been tested on this program. The tested situation is as 
£ollaws: 
Speed/Fee-fl .ooa ipr • 
.112 ipr 011 1pr . • 
251 sfpm (1,1) (1,2) ( 1,3) 
311 sfpn (2,1) (2,2) ( 2 ,3) 
3·59 sfpm (3 ,1) (3,2) (3,3) 
48@ sfpm (4,1) (4,2) ( 4 ,Jf} 
451 sfpn (5,1) (5,2) ( 5 ,3) 
501 Sf JD (6,1) (6,2) (' ,3) 
Total allowed wear (XAN) = 30@ units representing a maxi-
mum allowable flank wear ef 
.e30 inch 
Length ef workpiece (WL) = 24.4 inches 
Diameter of workpiece (D) = 3.e inches 
Toal down time (TDW) = 1.0 minute 
Tool change time ( TDT) = 0. 5 minute · 




. .- . 
, .. , 
-
; 
. Toel initial value plus regrinding cost (TL) ==2 .eo dollars , 
Labor rate per minute(~)= @.08 dollar 
Hardness 
Temperature 
(H) = JI.I !e 
8 (TH)== 1280.8© F 
and sur.face roughness constraint weulci be as equation (3.7) 
,...,. 
ltesult ef this set of data are as shown in Chart I. 
: (Chart I) 
SURFACE 
.. COST PER NUMBER FINISHING 















































































































COST PElt N.UMBER 
PIECI OF CUTS 
•..... ,, ~ 
10·00000. 009 e.e0 
.. 000000 800 ~ ; : t: ,_,.,.;, -- --___ 0.00 
1000000e000 o.oo 
10060000000 e.00 
lOOOOOOoiOC o oe . -- \' 
10000000000 0.00 
10000000000 e.oe 
10000000000 @ 00 . ·• '· 
10000000000 0 00 . ,, -
10000000001 0 00 . ; . 




.836 1 00 . ~· . 
' ! .836 1.00 
. 
l 
.836 1.00 i ' I 
' 
















.675 1.0e i 
l 
.675 1.00 l 
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SPEED FEED- STAGE 
1t 1t 23 
R !. 2lt, 
lt R 25 
ft R 2, 
Ft !. 27 
ft Pt 28 
It ft 29 
R R 30 
lt R 31 
rt It 32 
R R 33 
1 l 34 
1 2 35 
1 3 3• 
1 J 37 
1 3 38 
l 3 39 
2 3 A,.(:) 
2 3 41 
2 3 42 
3 3 43 
3 3 41+ 
4- 3 45 
I. 3 46 
4 3 1+7 
5 3 48 
5 3 49 
6 3 58 
' 
3 51 
6 3 52 
6 3 53 
6 3 54 
6 3 55 
6 3 I 56 
6 3 57 
6 , 3 58 
6 3 59 
6 3 60 
6 3 61 
-- - 19 .. 
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SURFACE COST PER NUMBER FINISHING PIECE OF CUTI SPEID FEED STAGE CONSTRAINT i 1 "'· 
! (IN MICRO- ' l i - 1 
. ' INCHES) I 
.• ,, ~- 1.60 6 3 62 152217 \ 
.675 1.00 6 3 63 152217 
.675 1.00 6 
.3 64 152217 
".675 ' l.@© 6 3 65 152217 ',•'- ... 
i 
.. 
.675 1.00 6 J 66 152217 · 1 
' l
.675 1.0, 6 3 67 152217 ~ t : 
.675 1.00 6 J 68 152217 ) 
.675 1.00 6 J 69 152217 ! 
1 
.6·75 1.00 6 3 7@ 152217 I 
x 
.675 1.00 6 3 71 152217 l ' ] 
.675 6 l 1.00 3 72 152217 .. ! 
.675 1.00 6 3 73 152217 
.675 1.00 6 3 74 152217 
.675 1.00 6 3 75 152217 
.675 l.©© 6 3 76 152217 
.675 1.00 6 3 77 152217 
.675 l 00 6 3 78 152217 • , •• C 
.675 1.00 6 3 79 152217 
.675 1.00 6 3 80 152217 
,. 
.675 1.00 6 3 81 152217 
.675 1.00 6 3 82 152217 
.675 1.00 6 3 83 152217 
.757 2 •. oe 3 J 84 49197 
.741 2.00 4 3 85 75090 
.737 2 oe 3 3 86 49197 •... 
.737 2.00 3 3 87 49197 
.721 2.00 4 3 gg 75098 
.721 2.00 4 3 89 75690 
.705 2.00 4 3 90 75090 
• 715 2 .e-e 4 3 91 75898 
.705 2.0, 4 3 92 75090 
.698 2.ao 5 3 93 109034 
.698 2.00 5 3 94 109034 
.690 2.00 6 3 95 152217 
.690 2.00 5 3 96 1@9034 
.690 2.00 5 3 97 1e9034. 
.683 6 98 152217 .. 2 ©O 3· • '.,: ,i 
.683 208 6 3 99 152217 . ,, ' 
.Q75 2.01 
' 
3 l©I 152217 
- 20 -
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$URFACE ., .. - . 
"' COST PER NUMBER FINISHING 
PIECE OF CUTS SPEED :.'F:EID STAGE CONSTRAINT (IN MICRO-
INCHES) 
.675 , 2.oe 6 3 101 152217 
.675 -2.ee 6 3 102 152217 
.675. 2.00 6 3 lCDJ 152217 
.675 2.oe 6 3 104 152217 
.675 2.00 6 J 105 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 106 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 117 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 108 152217 
.675 2.00 6 J 109 152217 ,, 
~i 
.675 2.0, 6 3 ' 110 152217 .f 
,.675 2.00 6 3 111 152217 :j_ { 
.675 2.0© 6 3 112 152217 
-~: 
.675 2.00 6 3 113 152217 J ~\ 
' ,,;. 
.675 2.00 6 3 114 152217 /f j 
.675 2 00 . ·-'· '{: 6 3 115 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 116 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 117 152217 " 
~675 2.00 6. 3 118 152217; 
~,675 2.00 6 J 119 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 121 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 121 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 122 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 123 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 124 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 125 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 126 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 127 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 128 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 129 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 lJ(D 152217 
.675 2.oe 6 3 131 152217 
.675 2.00 6 3 132 152217 
.675 2.oe 6 3 133 152217 
i 
.716 3.01 4 J 134 75099 l 1 
.705 3.01 4 3 135 75090 ' l . 
~7©5 3 .,, 4 3 136 75090 
.105 3 00 I+ 3 137 75090 •. ·.·.·'. 
.700 J.J)O 5 3 138 109034 ,. 
.100 '-j 10 5 3 13~9 109034 .. }; ;' ., •;,. : ,·.'.'\ 
.r- . -
- ~ 21 -
.. 
0 • 
\' . ·~ 
. I 
"'.,~.c-~'".·<.;.---:~-,-_•·,·- -·,- .. ·. -~·:·c"-·.-:-.·;-. ·,._.. ;·.· ·- '.,.,.,,,_ . _.- ._·.- ._._..:.._·. --.",:_.,-,. -,-.·. --~"- -









:~ SURFACE ' 
., COST PE1t NUMBER FINISHING . I 







.695 .00 /5 3 141 109034 
.695 3.00 5 3 142 1<99134 
• 690 3.00 6 . ' 3 143 152217 
.690 3.00 5 3 144 109034, 
.685 3.00 6 3 145 152217 
:~" 
.685 3 .oo 5 3 146 10903Ae, ; \ 
.685 3.00 5 3 147 109034 \: ) 
.680 6 148 :.-.-· 3.00 3 152217 ·,.; ,., 
'} 
:·'.·~ 
.680. 3.00 6 3 149 152217 ·:,i .,,;; .. :.j 
:J 
.675 3.00 6 3 15@ 152217 •:•j J 1 
.675 3.0© 6 3 151 152217 l } 
.675 3.00 6' 3 152 152217 ii } 
.{ 
.675 3.00 6 3 153 152217 ., ;:; ,, 
:{ 
.675 3.8© 6 3 154 152217 j ·{ 
1 
.675 6 ,, :, ... 3.00 3 155 152217 t t 
.675 3.00 6 3 156 152217 y ., 
.675 3 .co 6 3 157 152217 
.675 3.00 6 J 158 152217 
.675 3.00 6 3 159 152217 
.675 3.00 6 3 160 152217 
.675 3.00 6 3 161 152217 
.675 3.00 6 3 162 152217 
.675 3 00 6 3 163 152217 • "~ C 
.675 3.00 6 3 164, 152217 
.675 3.oe 6 3 165 152217 
.675 3 00 6 3 166 15~217 .. , ., . 
• 675 J.8© 6 3 167 152217 
.675 J .00 6 3 168 152217 
.• 675 3.00 6 3 169 152217 
.675 3.eo 6 3 170 152217 
.675 3 @O 6 3 171 152217 • -;;:· '.i 
.675 J .eo 0 3 172 152217 
.675 J.@o 6 3 173 152217 
.675 3.@fD 
' 
3 174 152217 
.675 3 .@fJ 6 3 175 152217 
.675 3.eo 6 3 176 152217 




3 178 152217 ., 
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SPEID FUD STAGE CONSTRAINT 
'(IN MICRO-
INCHES) 
6 3 179 152217 
6 3 180 152217 
6 3 181 ·152217 
6 3 182 152217 
6 3 183 152217 
5 3 184 109034 
4 3 185 75096 
5 3 186 109034 
5 3 187 109034 
5 3 188 109034 
5 3 189 189031+ 
6 3 19© 152217 
6 3 191 152217 
5 3 192 1©9031,. 
5 3 193 109034 
' 
3 194 152217 
6 3 195 152217 
5 3 196 109834 
5 .3 197 109034 
6 
.3 198 152217 
6 3 199 152217 
6 3 20fl) 152217 . . 
' 
3 281 152217 . 
6 
.3 26)2 152217 
6 3 203 152217 
6 3 214 152217 
6 3 205 .. 152217 
6 3 206 152217 
6 3 217 152217 
6 3 208 152217 
6 3 209 152217 
6 3 21@ 152217 
6 3 211 152217 
6 3 212 152217 
6 3 213 152217 
6 3 214 152217 
6 3 215 152217 
6 3 216 152217 
6 217 .. 152217 3 
.. 23-.-
~-
{ . J 
SURFACE COST Pllt NUM!ER FINISHING PIECE OF CUTS SPEED, FEED STAGE CONSTRAINT 
"' (IN MICRO--
INCHES) 
.675 4.00 6 3 218 152217 
.675 4 0(9 6 3 219 152217 • ,, r:· 
.675 4.oe 6 3 220 152217 
.675 ~.01 6 3 221 152217 
.675 4.oe 6 3 222 152217 
.675 4.00 6 J 223 152217 
.675 4.00 6 3 224 152217 ':-··~· . 
.675 4.00 6 3 225 152217 
.675 4.00 6 3 226 152217 
.675 4,.00 6 3 227 152217 
.675 4.00 6 3 228 152217 
~675 4 .• oo 6 3 229 152217 
.675 4.oe 6 3 230 152217 
.675 4.00 6 3 231 152217 
.675 4.00 6 3 232 152217 
.675 4.00 6 3 233 152217 
.696 5.00 5 J 234 119;·34 
.693 5.00 6 3 235 152217 
.693 5.00 5 .3 '236 109034 
.693 5.00 5 3 237 109034 
.690 5.00 6 3 238 152217 
.690 5.00 6 3- 239 152217 
' 
.687 5.00 6 3 248 152217 .. ;;. 
.687 5.00 6 3 241 152217 
.687 5.00 6 3 242 152217 
.684 5.00 6 3 243 -152217 
.684 5.00 5 3 244 109034 
.681 5.00 6 3 245 152217 
.• 681 5.QO 6 3 246 152217 
.681 5.00 6 3 247 152217 
.678 5.00 6 ·3 248 152217 
.678 5.00 6 3 249' 152217 
.675 5.0@ 6 3 251 152217 
.675 5.@El 6 3 251 152217 
t .675 5.00 6 3 252 · 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 253 1,2217 I 
.675 5.00 6 
.3 254 152217 i ! 
.675 5.01 6 J 255 152217 
j 
f 
.675 5 80 6 3 256 152217 .•.. ·: ! 
~ ,, .. 
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SURFACE COST PER NUMBER FINISHING PIECE OF CUTS SPEED. FEED STAGE CfJNSTRAINT (IN MICRO-. 
INCHES) 
.675 6.oe j 3 257 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 258 152217 
.675 5.80 6 3 259 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 268 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 261 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 262 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 263 152217 
•• 675 5.00 6 3 264 152217 ·-
.675 5.00 6 3 265 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 266 152217 
.675 5.00 6 
','.!,, 3 267 152217 
.675 5.01 6 3 2f8 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 269 152217 
.675 5.@e 6 3 270 152217 
.675 5.0@ 6 3 271 152217 
.675 5.0© 6 3 272 152217 
.675 5 00 6 J3. 273 152217 • • ·c 
.675 5.00 6 3 274 152217 
.675 5.00 6 3 215 152217 i 
.675 5.00 6 276 152217 l 3 j l 
' 
' .675 5.00 6 3 277 152217 I 
.675 5.00 6 3 278 152217 l , l .675 5.00 6 3 279 152217 
.675 5.00 6 J 280 152217 
I .675 5.00 6 3 281 152217 .675 5.00 6 3 282 152217 l 
.675 5.00 6 3 283 152217 ! 
.693 6.0@ 5 3 284 109034 I l l .690 6.oe 6 3 285 152217 i .690 6.oo 6 3 286 152217 • i I 
.690 6.oo 6 3 287 152217 . I 
.688 6.oo 6- 3 288 152217 i ' I .688 6.oo 6 
.3 289 152217 ·' I l 
.685 6.oo 6 3 29© 152217 i i } 
.685 6.00 6 J 291 152217 j ' l 
.-685 6.-oo 5 3 292 109034 
.683 6-.oo 5 3 293 109034 
.-683 6.0© 6 3 294 152217 
,• 











"" SURFACE COST PER NUMBER FINI:SHING PIECE OF CUTS IPEED FEED STAGE CONSTRAINT 
). (IN MICRO-·. 
INCHES) 
J 
.68@ 6.01 6 3 296 ,152217 
.680 6.oe 
' 
3 297 152217 
.678 6.01 6 3 298 152217 
.678 6.08 6 3 299 152217 
.675 6.oo 6 3 310 152217 
This chart indicates at each stage of K units unused 
on the toel, the best spee·a and feed combinatien for the 
next cut, and the number of pieces which can be cut and 
the average cost per piece empleying optimum cutting 
procedures. 
' ' 
For example, it 2©8 uni ts have already been used en 
the tool, the stage woula be 300-208=92 unused units. 
The best combination of speec and feed for the next cut w 
would be (4,J) which is 400 sfJ:111 ana .012 inches. This 
will provide an average cest per piece of $.705 wi~h an 
expected 2 additional workpieces. 
If we are in a · stage which has less than 33 unused 
units on the tool, there is ne speed and £eed cembina~ 
- tion which can be usecl te aachine an entire ·workpiece. 
• 26 .. 
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ti, 111 eighteen combinations of speed and feed require mere 
than 33 units ~f. wear to complete a workpiece. The last 
.. 
column shows the surface finish constraint in micre-
inches. Unless this number is larger than the present 
wear level on tool, the particular speed and fee• cem-
bination wouldt2: cause an unacceptable rough surface 
finish and could not be used.. Therefere, if this number 
were smaller than the aifference between JOO and the 
present stage (unused units), the cemputer would aute-
matically reject this particular speed and feed cembi~ 
nation for this stage. 
The essence of this progr~ is somewhat similar te · 
adaptive control in the respect that by measuring wear 
level on the tool we will know the best speecl- and feed 
fer the next cut. Every time a piece is cut, the actual 
.. . . 
wear may net equal the expected wear units. ly using 
the actual wear level after each cut, the program ef 
speed and £eed can be adjusted to optimize the use er 
the r&maining wear units en the cutting tool. However, 
at the start of a fresh teol, the cutting procedure 
given by «ynamic programming will provide a minimUII 
expected average cost per piece. 
{ .. 
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WEAR UNITS· WEAR UNITS COST PER ON 1ST PIECE PER PIECE PIECE 
50.02069 33 .58728 1.17736 
'56.16897 35.12©19 .9.3093 62.22051 36.42446 .83557 57.36112 36.59233 .97007 6J..90237 38.26239 .84917 72 • .36231 39.68335 .77764 64.68451 39.34188 .89246 73.67614 41.13742 .79661 82.6©559 42.66515 .73724 72.02114 41.89009 .84445 82.51611 43.80193 .76228 92.97119 45.42862 .70523 79.38975 44.27443 .80484 91.4..3731 46.29509 .73332 103.47002 4e.e1437 .69016 8608@238 46.52207 .78268 100.44865 48.64531 .71966 114.10753 50.45187 .67539 
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It can be seen from Chart II that the minimum average 
cast per piece is $.739. This will give ·fiive werkpieces 
per teol. The optimum speed and feea combination fer the 
first workpiece is (2,3) with an expected wear ef 72 units. 
In this study, the cemputer rounds off the wear units te 
the nearest integer. Therefore, the stage of 228 units 
after the first werkpiece was cut has been reached. The 
best speed and feeei combination fer the second workpiece 
is ( 6 ,3) with an expected 51 uni ts te be used and an 
average cost per piece of $.675. The relationship between · 
the first average cost per piece ($.739) and the second 
average cost per piece ($.675) 
.739=(.675x4+.995}/5 
• J.S: 
where .995 is the cost of the first cut with cembinatien 
( 2 ,3) • Te continue in this order, the optimum cutting 
preceelure is :f ounu te be: 
(2,3)~~-(6,3)~~-(6,J} -(6,3) •(6,3) 
This shows the best speed and , feed combination fer each 
werkpiece accerding te the cutting sequenc.e ~ 
Frem the tra.ciitional a.pproa.ch an eptimum speec will 
be used throughout the tool life. Yet, it is found that 
.;-1 
, the optimum cutting ~'procedure in th$s pregralll~ aees net 
- 29 -
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use a single speed.and feed combination throughout the 
tool life. ·The reason is that with the same·total amount 
,. 
ef allowed wear, if we eeuld use. a higher speed· en one 
er mere workpieces and still cut the same amount e~ work-
pieces, then we will save on laber costs •. On the other 
hand, if we could slow down for ene er more pieces in 
order te get a greater number ef workpieces from each 
. 
. 
tool, then the cost per piece might also be lower than 
if the same speed were used fer the entire tool li£e. 
The present computer program will take all this into 
consideration and choose the cutting procedure fer mini-
.. 
mum cost per piece. This can be illustrated by Chart I 
and II. The minimum cost per piece in celumn 7 Chart II 
is $.67539 with (6,3). Yet, in Chart I, there are stages 
in which using (6,3) woul4 not minimize cests and there-
fore weulEi net be the eptimum procedure te fellew. Such 
. as stage 45, 89, ,,135 ••• etc.. If we use (6,3) threugheut 
teol life the average cost per piece G(V,F) will Be: 
G(V,F)=(average cost per piece<x total number ef pieces minus ene + cost ef first piece)/ 1 
.. total number of pieces a o o o o (4@1) 
therefore G(6,J)~(o675J9x)+lolll59)/4=o78419· 
The average cest per piece µtili;ing an optimum cutting 
precedure ((2,3) - (6,3) - ;;(e,J) .. (6,J.) .. (c,3)) is: 
·- .,,, 
. J .. ' . 
. . .r· - -· ·_;~--· - . , . 




"1:.· . ' 
. ~~-
~ ... . .. 
) 
a~( .99524+.67539x4) /5=. 73936 
where .99524 is the cost @f first piece en (2,3) 
ani. .67539 is the cost per piece en ( 6 ,J )· 
The validity ef the program result can be illustrated 
by selecting a minimum cost speed and feed combination 
from the computer data to use throughout tool life and 
comparing it .. to the result of the traditional machining 
econo-ics approach. 
I -
I. To .fin« th.e optimum speed from the traditional ~ \, ' 
approach. 
First find tool life Ton twe different speeds. 
When Vis 500 sfpm and Fis .012 inch, the speed anti 
feed· combination would be (6,J). Therefore from Chart II 
time per piece is 3 .l.9233 minutes, 
and frem column five and six, we can find out wear units 
en each piece • 
. . Where . 50.452 units* =wear per piece. wi_th c.ombination (6,3--) 
114.10753 units==wear units of first piece with 
eombinatio~ (6,J) 
* ]?ecimal point wear units were taken int• c.ensideratien fer purpos~~. of accuracy. / 

























---300- ( 114 .10753+Jx50 .45187) =34 .537 unita· 
Therefore, 
34.537 T==J .192JJx(4+ )•lJ,.~95287 minutes 5@.652 
Te use the same appreac·h, when· V is 400 sfpn and F 11 
.012 inch, the speec and feed combination would be (4,J). 25031433 And toel life T=3.99042x(5+ )=22.17476 minutes 45.42862 
where 5 is five pieces with 25.31433 units remain en tool, 
because: 
and, 
JQQ .. ( 92.97119+4.5 .42862x4)=i5 .31433. units 
45.42862 is wear units per piece with combination ( (4,3) 
92.97119 ts wear units en first piece with eembi~ nation ( 4,3) 
3 .99042 is cutting time per. piece · 
As we knew tool life fer each speed, next is t• fine N 
and C from 
N 
VT =C • • • • • ( 4 • 2 ) . 
Applying to~l life (T) and speed en (4.2), 
N 
500x(l4.95287) =C ••••• (4 • .3)· 
N 
and 400x(22.17476) =C ••••• (4.4) 
:llirtinate C, 









substitute N into _( 4,3) , find C==2169 
From equation (2.4) the eptimum speed £rem the traditional 
appreach is: 
••••• (4.5) 
II. To find a minimum average cost speed anci feed 
combination by dynamic programming approach. 
Frem the. data in Chart II Chapter 4 the average 
cost per piece for using three different speed and feea· 
combination throughout teol life is: (by equation (4.1)) 
G(6,3)=(.67539x.3+1.11@59)/4=.78419 
G( l+,3 )•( • 7@523x4+l.82483) /5=. 76915 
G(2,3)=(.77764x4+ .99524)/5=.82118. 
Frem the above, G(L.,3) has the lowest cest, se the result 
from the cemputer program, which suggests a 4©0 sfpn 
speed, corresponGs the traditional appreach. Yet, cutting 
with a single speed and £eed combination througheut teol 
life gives the lewest average .76915 per piece which is 
higher· than the optimum cutting precedure average price 
of • 739 per piece ( Chart ~[II) • The ref ore, the dynamic 
' -
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programming analysis provides a lower oest seluti0n. 
However, this is not to suggest that the traditional 
approach should be discarded in favor ef dynamic pro-
gramming. The cemputer program of this paper is limited 
with respect to the speed and feed values used. Also, 
the computatio:nal aspects of determining a solution are 
~- much .more burdensome with dynamic programming. The 
traditional approa·ch can always serve as a guide as to 






















Chapter 5 C'ONCLU.SION 
.• 
. ' . 
I. It was disscussed in Chapter 2 that the tradi-
tional approach is simpler but is unable to handle 
certain variables. Therefore, thls paper has been 
' ' 
. ae-v--eloped. to cover more complicated cases which are 
closer te the real situation. 
II. This progFam censiders both speed and feed as 
the decision variables, while the traditional approach 
typically assumes feed as a constant. In Chapter 4, 
Chart II in the cost per piece column, beth speed and 
feed were shown to affect the cost per piece. 
III. Another factor, which·the traditional appreach 
does not consider but this program does, is the surface 
finish constraint. The explanation ef this involves a 
special feature ef this program which is te use flank 
wear rate defining tool ·life instead cf using the Tayler 
tool life equation. This leaeis to the relationship be-
tween wear level and surface finish. Therefore, at any 
wear level, whenever a_ spee.d anci feed combination will 
.. , 
.j 
,: . ·, 
'It II · 
' I 
' ••• /J 
.. 
·.;,:·.._, ... · . 
. ,, 




cause the surf ace finish to exceed a set constraint, this 
speed and feed combination would not be allowed. 
IV. This paper also considers wear as a straight 
line relationship ever tiWe to simulate the real case. 
Figure 5 .1 illustrates the approximation of the wear 








The solid line is a real situation which is a curve 
line, and the dotted line is an apfroximation which 
is a straight line. (Formula (3.2) 
V. This methoci uses the expected wear uni ts en each 
speed and feea com@ination for each individual workpiece. 
Combining this with the Dynamic Programming result takes 
care of the _pr.oba~ilistic nature ef the problem. 
- Jo .. 
I_ 
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VI. The result of this program gives a series ef 
cutting speed and feeci combinati_Qn -for each workpiece, 
and it does not necessarily have to be the same speed 
ana feed throughout the tool life. This is different 
from ·the traditional approach. 
~ 
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·Chapter· 6 FUTURE POSSIBLE DEVELOINENTS 
There are areas eutside the context ef this program 
which are also related to this topic. One ef these is 
the amount 0£ flank wear allowed and its relationship with 
the optimum cutting procedure. In general, the more flank 
·wear which is allowed, the lewer the tool cost and, cem-
paratively, the higher the labor cost index. Therefore, 
a higher speed would be required in order to balance out 
the labor cost to the tool cost. However, there is a 
limitation in the total amount of flank wear which can be 
allowed, and the optimum speed is rather insensitive to 
the ·total allowed wear. ( Appendix II, equation l) 
The author recommends looking into the fellowing 
' 
. 
areas which may improve . the result of this computer pre-
) 
gram. One o:f them is the possibility of using an adaptive 
control system. At each wear level the best combination I 
0f speed and f eefi is known but the actual wear level can 
net be projected with 10~ accuracy. 1 If the we~r level 
is known at all times, abnormal cases can be corrected 
immed.~at·ely. This could result in greater accuracy. 












Other factors, such as a temperature eonstraint can 
be applied as soon as its relationship with speed and 
feed can be determined. In this way a range, of tempera-
/ 
tures could. be determined in which there would be minor 
risk of tool failure. 
Figure 5.1 shows the approximate rate of' 'tool wear. 
This can be further extended in the computer program in 
order to obtain a more accurate approximation of the 
actual wear vs time relationship. One possibility is 
presented in Figure 6 .1. 
·Figure 6.1 
WEAlt. LEVEL 




The solid line is a real situation which is a curved 
line, and the dotted line is an approximation .com--
pressed ef several straight line se.gments. 
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Appendix I CCMPUTER PROGRAM 
PROGRAM LIPIN (INPUT, OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION V(6) F(6) ,TW(6,6) ITW(6,6) ,W(6,6) WH~6,6), 
1IW(6,6),IWR(6,6),TC{6,6),G{6,6),sN{JOe),BF(t,J,J$@), 









H=J l .C 





DO 11 !=1,6 
AV=EXP(00J8*ALOG(V(I))) 










AN 1 :=JUVIAI1 ( TW ( l , 1 ) , TW ( 1 , 2 ) , TW ( 1, .3 ) ) 
AN2~AMAXl(TW(2,l),TW(2,2),TW(2,3)) 
ANJ==AMAXl( TW( 3 ,1) , TW( 3 9 2) , TW( 3 p))) AN4~AMAXl(TW(4~1)/IW(4,2),TW(4~3)) 
AN6~AMAI1(TW( 5 ~l), TW( 5 ,2), ( 5 93)) 
AN7~AMAI1(TW(6,l) ,TW(6,2) ,TW(9,J)) 
AN=AMAI1(.AN1,AN2,AN#,AN4,AN6,IN7) 





' 0 · · 0 




























PRINT 3,AN1 1AN2,AN3,AN4,AN6,AN7,AN5,AN 3 FORMAT(4X,8lF12.J ,JI)) _ · .;, PRINT l . 
1 FORMAT (56HC0ST PER PIECE NO OF CUTS IPEED lFEED STAGE) 




. DO 19 M=l,6 
DO 19 N=l,3 
19 CP(M,N,K)=lOOOE>G>.O 
IF ( IAN(:) 3 00) 41, 41, 40. 
--- 40 IAN==JOO 





.. . 39 W(-M ,N) =EXP( l .J2*A-LOG(V(M) )+l.14*ALOG.(F(N) )+2 .59* lALOG(H)--17.12)*10008.9 
TH(M,N)=l200e0 
WR(MlN )=EXP( 104 7*ALOG (V(M) )+1~2*ALOO (F(N) )+2 .2* 





Gl=R*( TDW+TC (M ,N) -) 








45 IF(K=L)46,15,15 15 IF(K2~1)47,48,46 
47 A8(K)=lo0 
CP(M,N,K)~(M,N) 
GO TO 49 
48 AS(K)=SN(K2)+1.0 
r::' •. 
CP(M ,N ,K)=(G(M ,N)+CPM(K2)*SN(K2)) /A·S (K") 
- 4-3 .. 
.,. 
·•-·,,. 
.::· :: . 
. :::,;. 





























51 IF(N-3)52,50,50 52 N=N+l 
·GO TO 39 
50 M=M+l 
IF(MG:37)38,53 ,53 . 
53 PRINT 8,Cltl(K) ,SN(K) ,MX,NX K 
8 FORMAT(5X,Fl2.J,5X,F5.2,J(&x,r4)) 13 CONTINUE 
DO 42 M=l,6 




H(M,N)=lt.*(TDW+TC(M,N))+{R*TDT+TL)*XL/XAN S(M N)=SN(IAN-L)+l.G · , FCP(M ,N}=( H(M ,N)+CFM( IAN-L) *SN( IAN-L) ) /s (M ,N) PRINT 9,FCP(M,N) ,i(M,N) ,IW(M,N) ,ZL,G(M,N) ,H(M,N), lTC(M,N) 
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Appendix II VALIDATION OF CCMPUTEft RESULT 
· · IY TRADITIONAL APPROACH 
The minimum cest per piece using equation (3.1) 
based on the traditional approach is: 
G( I ,J)= Rx(TDW+TC ( I ,J) )+(ltxTDT+TL)xL( I ,J) /IAN 
(jG(I,J) ~TC . ~WR (jTC 
. = rt + ~ RxTDT+TL) /~ x tTc +Wft 1 
-;;, V (3V tiJV ~V 
o TC WLxitxD -2 
where ~ (-l)xV = -TC/V 
2)V 12f 
~WR 
-..;::- 1. 4 7 Wlt/V dV · 
~et ~G(I,J) 
X 





· f RxXJ\JJ 27.05 --1.2 .. 2.J TH-'._-1.31_ V= · · x e f H J ••• 
• 47(ltxTDT+TL) . · 
The difference between equation (J.l) and (2.1) is 
that the Taylor tool life equation constant C and N were 









. ,- ' . ~-
~ . ,- . ' - - - ·.. -· "" - -_ - . . . 
- . ' . . ·.,.- - - --~-- . ·._, . 
















----- - ' 
This 
,. 
\:·· ~.. -, 
can be solvea by: 
1/N (V/C) 
NP= ••••• number of piece by tratiitt·onal TC approach 
XAN -
NP= - . 
TCxWR ••••• 
number of piece used in the methods 
employed by this paper 
le_ 1/N IAN 
(V/C) == ••••• (2) 
Wft 
where only C and N are unknown. 
Als•, _ C 
·· .... ·V• ((j-1) (RxT~T+TL~ N ••••• From (2.4) 
Compare this te equation ( 1) we have 
RxXAN 27.05 ~1.2 -2.J 
[ x e f H 
.6802 
-1.JJ TH 
• 4 7 ( FtxTDT+TL) . 
Selve (2), (3). Then C and N value, which correspond te 
, wear rate equati.on (3 .2), is not hara. te find. 
- 46 .. 
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